Abstract
This research shows that the production of the genre known as chick lit, being immersed in the unspectacular of the everyday, paradoxically constitutes more than the mundanity of everydayness. It describes the spectacularly un-special and monotony contained within the everyday of chick lit, and how... Read more
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Chick's Own was one of those weekly comics with I was nine or ten when I first discovered some stories in strip cartoon form and other Edward Eager's fantastic books about a simple stories of a page each – the Annual group of children's magic adventures. Half was the same. The hero was Rupert, a little Magic was the first. The four children pick up yellow chick. He had a red beak, his friend a coin on the way to the library. Half of her wheels on Rupert's train really looked as remains and the other half floats about though they would go round, unseen causing chaos. The children were unlike the usual storybook children; they fought and argued. If magic could happen to C The Silver Chair by CS Lewis an ordinary family, it could happen to anyone. Chick lit or chick literature is genre fiction, which "consists of heroine-centered narratives that focus on the trials and tribulations of their individual protagonists". The genre often addresses issues of modern womanhood – from romantic relationships to female friendships to matters in the workplace – in humorous and lighthearted ways. At its onset, chick lit's protagonists tended to be "single, white, heterosexual, British and American women in their late twenties and early thirties, living in An Accidental Kiss. 32.5K Reads 1.3K Votes 6 Part Story. By Wonder_Waffle Completed. Embed Story. Share via Google+. Share via Email. Read. Will they really kiss or will they able to fake it? I don't own the characters or the cover image. If anyone knows who the picture belongs to please let me know! would love to give credit to the artist! adrien. adrinette. chat. ladybug.